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CONFERENCE SUMMARY 1:LOW TEMPERATURE PHYSICS AT SCES'02�J. FlouquetCEA/Grenoble, DSM/DRFM/SPSMS, 38054 Grenoble, Frane(Reeived July 10, 2002)Fous is given on low temperature properties, with some remarks onmaterials, instrumentation, salient features of phase diagrams, quantumritial point and superondutivity.PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 74.70.Tx, 75.30.Mb1. Materials and physisThe appearane of new materials was the driving fore in SCES. Here therush to skutterudite with the spei� ase of Pr ompounds with singlet rys-tal �eld ground state has already led to many relevant ontributions. Amongthem there is the disovery of the skutterudite superondutor PrOs4Sb2whih has led to exoti properties and to the question about the origin ofthe heavy fermion mass, the deoupling between orbital ordering and ele-troni motion, the nature of the order parameter and the intrinsi nature ofthe double struture of the superondutivity anomaly.The quality of di�erent heavy fermion ompounds ontinues to be im-proved; that gives a sound experimental basis. Here, the presene of hetero-geneities was suspeted for a long time to play an important role, sine allmagneti and eletroni properties are strongly pressure dependent. Neardisloations or staking faults, pressure gradients (few kbar) are often om-parable to the ritial pressure PC of the magneti instability i.e. the soalled quantum ritial point. Furthermore, in many erium ompounds,PC oinides also with the point at whih the rystal �eld splitting is wipedout and thus, the entrane in the regime where the quantum harge �utua-tions our. That may drive to the self-indued defets as proposed in highTC oxides (in the form of stripes).� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(1579)



1580 J. FlouquetIt is worthwhile to remark that �ne strutural studies on intermetal-li ompounds are here far more di�ult to realize than in oxide materi-als, notably reliable experiments by high resolution eletroni mirosopy.A new generation of experiments with mirosopi probes are learly re-quired. One an dream of loalising a disloation and observing its magnetiand eletroni response from atomi to nanometri sale, as it has been donein high-TC materials on defets by the superonduting-gap tunnelling mi-rosopy.The subjet of heavy fermion systems started three deades ago. Ouropening to other exoti SCES materials is needed. That is the ase with thepyrohlore system, where the magneti frustration and/or small struturaltransformations show SCES phenomena. In the pyrohlore Cd2Re2O7, thesuperondutivity appears only in the low temperature low pressure phasewith a strutural distortion. In the same spirit is the disovery of pressureindued superondutivity in the �-Na0:33V2O5 bronze beyond its hargeordering. The attration to spin ladder systems Sr14�xCaxCu24O41 has van-ished despite the fat that no lear response is given on the appearane ofsuperondutivity and the role of the ladder struture intermediate betweenthe one- and two- dimensional on�gurations. Here, reent NMR studies upto 3.5 GPa are reported for Sr2Ca12Cu24O41.The manganite family has a large diversity of behaviour (metal-insulatortransition, spin and harge orderings, et.), and thus a great opportunity fordeep researh at low temperature. The more di�ult task appears to be toknow how to pik up a partiular ase for a potential last omer in the �eld.As a main priority, we must give a better plae to young researhers involvedin materials sienes, young talented solid state hemists or physiists in this�eld are highly demanded. This is also true for the instrumentation.2. Instrumentation and physisThe oral presentations but even posters were mainly devoted to the dis-ussions of the results rarely on the presentation of the bare data. Thateliminates information whih is unfortunately lost for the ommunity. Letus hope that the future onferenes and their proeedings will be used as anunique opportunity to provide experimental details, whih might be boringfor a large audiene but not for a meeting of speialists. A good example isthe reent work on the transition intermetalli ompound ZrZn2 whih doesnot ome from the resistivity measurements regarded as the prototype ofan ideal weak ferromagnet. Similar behaviour is observed for Ni3Al. Herelearly basi thermodynami measurements are needed. As for MnSi, thereis already preliminary NMR measurement under pressure whih indiates astrong heterogeneity near the �rst order transition at PC.



Conferene Summary 1: Low Temperature Physis at SCES'02 1581Great progresses have been performed on extreme onditions for the(T; P;H) experiments. Examples were: the simultaneous alorimetri andtransport pressure measurements for CeCu2Si2, the phase diagram of URu2Si2up to 40T by alorimetri and ultrasound experiments or of the spei� heaton YbRh2Si2 down to 10 mK.As spei� probes, let us emphasise the use of the anisotropy in thethermal ondutivity with the orientation of the magneti �eld to probe thegap nodes and the appliation to di�erent unonventional superondutors:ruthenate, heavy fermion and organi ondutors. Complementary mea-surements at very low temperature must be performed to test the strongtheoretial statement onerning a universal limit for spei� types of theorder parameter. 3. Results3.1. From single Kondo impurity to the Kondo lattieThe old debate on the problem of the eletron ounting (ne) (often re-ferred to as an exhaustion ase when one goes from the single Kondo impurityproblem to a regular array of Kondo entres on the lattie) is still ontinu-ing. In a rigid band piture, the number (ne) of light ondution eletronswith density of states n(EF) at the Fermi level available for a Kondo singlet(energy KBTK) is low (KBTK � n(EF)). In reality, the proess is dynamias eletrons hybridise. There is already a large variety of experiments whihdemonstrate di�erent energy sales even in the so alled oherene regimei.e. below the temperature where the resistivity stops inreasing on the ool-ing. The simple evidene omes from omparing thermal expansion � andspei� heat C. A behaviour driven by a sole parameter leads to a tem-perature invariant of the ratio �=C i.e. a onstant Grüneisein parameter;a behaviour driven by two or more parameters orresponds to a strong Tvariation of �=C i.e. a onstant Grüneisein parameter may be ahieved onlyat very low temperature. The di�erentiation between a oherene ountingtemperature, T �K, spin �utuation temperature, TSF, or ordering tempera-ture will be possible only in rare ases.The large interest in orbital ordering raises hope that in the future a learexample will appear of a Kondo quadrupolar e�et. At this onferene, thereare lear examples of quadrupolar orderings in Pr ompounds and disussionson the well known ase of CeB6.3.2. Phase diagramsThe knowledge of (H; T ) or (P; T ) phase diagrams is of a fundamentalinterest. At this onferene, many endings of the transitions at T ! 0 K(magneti, harge, strutural) are related to a superonduting poket. Thetheoretial understanding is open; new marosopi and mirosopi mea-surements will be soon performed.



1582 J. FlouquetThe pressure variation of the new (H; T ) phase diagram found at ambi-ent pressure for URu2Si2 will be ertainly preised rapidly. An attention willbe given to the ritial pressure P � = 12 kbar, where long range orderinghanges from the so-alled hidden order (with a weak magneti moment)to the lassial antiferromagnetism (high magneti moment) and simultane-ously the superonduting temperature ollapse.4. Magneti quantum ritial point and universalityThere are di�erent examples where the transition from long range mag-neti order to paramagneti state is of THE �rst order: MnSi, UGe2 andCeRh2Si2. In the last ase, the Fermi liquid T 2 law of the resistivity holdson both sideS of PC and at least in magneti �eld, even though the Fermisurfae (FS) is drastially di�erent on eah side of PC.Similar phenomena atHC may our in a magneti �eld sweeping throughthe magneti phase transition i.e. when going from the long-range magnetiordered to the polarised phase. Results are presented here on the leanmaterial YbRh2Si2. As in previous works on Ce1�xLaxRu2Si2 the natureof magneti orrelations itself may hange at HC from antiferromagneti toferromagneti with a deep assoiated modi�ation of the Fermi surfae (FS).A lear observation of the �rst-order magneti transitions poses the questionon the validity of seond-order quantum ritial point (QCP). At least, thereare examples suh as CeIn3 CePd2Si2 or CeCu6�xAux, where a seond orderQCP seems to exist.Conerning the reent debate on the ourrene of FS at QCP it seemslear that FS exist in systems like CeIn3 and CePd2Si2 (PC � 25 kbar).With the high �eld tehnique of de Haas�van Alphen experiments, the ex-trapolation at H = 0 an be disussed as well as omparison with bandstruture alulation realized generally at H = 0 an be made. Of ourse,the singular situation ours when the Kondo temperature TK is very small(in CeCu5:9Au0:1 near 1K); the loal heavy fermion quasi-partiles are notompletely built before interating. Today, we annot onlude if here theproblem is mainly of experimental nature i.e. assoiated with the di�ultyto reah the milli-Kelvin (very low) temperature regime (T � TK) or reallyfundamental (i.e. the breakdown of Fermi-liquid piture). My feeling on the!=T saling of the dynamial funtion � (!; T ) of the form�(!; T ) � 1T� f �!T � ;is that it may be not so enlightening the piture by studying low energy,high energy, low temperature and high temperature regimes for the data.Systems where the wave vetor struture is lear may be understood �rst.



Conferene Summary 1: Low Temperature Physis at SCES'02 15835. SuperondutivityThe theme of ferromagnetism and superondutivity in SCES is rathernew. No deisive onlusions an be given however many theoretial de-velopments have appeared. For the interplay of antiferromagnetism andsuperondutivity, the striking results are: (i) the superondutivity poketnear PC may be narrower than that found by the resistivity data, (ii) theobservation of �nite resistivity inside a suspeted superonduting domain.That suggests material problems, but also raises the question of enteringthe lean-limit ondition whih is di�ult to ful�l when TC ! 0 and thesuperonduting oherene length diverges.The study of the vortex matter is a frontier domain, whih inter-playswith nanophysis and soft matter. The link with the order parameter, theeletroni anisotropy and the vortex alignment has been made for di�erentases, e.g. for Sr2RuO4, UPt3 and YNi2B2C. New ferromagneti superon-dutors are appealing for the searh of a spontaneous vortex state. Theunderstanding of the vortex ase may be an unique way to explore the nor-mal phase low-temperature properties here in high-TC oxide, but also onvery strong oupling system suh as UBe13.The faility to grow exellent rystals (like CeCoIn5) of the (1.1.5) eriumfamily with well isolated erium planes has led to impressive results withemphasis on the role of the planar dimensionality. Careful sans throughthe QCP or magneti�non-magneti transitions with x in CeRh1�xIrxIn5 orwith P on CeRhIn5 are needed. There are few reports onerning low energyeletroni spetrosopy. Let us stress the nie experiment done on CeCoIn5by the point-ontat tunnelling.As usual, in their talks, the experimentalists develop too extensively thetheory and some theoretiians give often an up-to-date fany presentation ofthe experiments. That masks often the emergene of the real improvementsand the hierarhy of the various problems. I still ontinue to believe that eahresearher must be driven by his own dynamis whih must be stimulated bybasi simple questions. On purpose, I have not supplied spei� referenessine I only hope that my remarks will stimulate a areful reading of thisproeedings.Similarly as many other partiipants, I thank Professor J. Spalek andhis olleagues for organising this stimulating onferene hosted by the pres-tigious university. I do hope to ome bak some day to Kraków, a ity fullof many histori memorabilias, and stay at the University Guesthouse inFloria«ska street. Indeed, I had a very good time in Kraków.


